
The new, affordable solution to increase your medical online presence

WHAT IS MARKET BANDIT RX?
Market Bandit-Rx is the local Search Engine Optimization 
solution to assist hospitals medical offices, and physicians 
increase their local online presence. If you are seeking to 
increase your online presence without breaking your marketing 
budget, Market Bandit-Rx is your solution!

We are an integrated marketing agency that focuses solely
on assisting medical facilities and physicians increase their 
patient lead generation.

Market Bandit-Rx is an accredited Search Engine Optimization, 
(SEO), software solution that requires no dowloads, or set-up fees. 
Our team of programmers will grow your local web presence, 
within 90 days.

ADVANTAGES

• We provide a SEO service that is affordable, efficient, and reliable

• We know the medical industry and patient search habits

• We guarantee an increase in your local organic rankings within 90 days

WHAT IS MARKET BANDIT RX?
If you don't have an online presence or if you are seeking to increase 
your web presence, Market Bandit-Rx can assist you more affordably 
and reasonably than any other SEO subscription program.

We’ll increase your organic presence in 90 days.

If you are running a Pay Per Click, (PPC) or Adwords campaign to 
generate leads, Market Bandit-Rx can assist you in reducing your 
monthly budget and improve the quality of your patients leads. 
Stop wasting your ad dollars on patients that are clicking and browsing.

Grow your practice, 
build your brand, 
and generate
new patient leads!

202.241.3743
referral@94thstmrkting.com

www.94thstmrkting.com

A budget conscious agency with a 
focus on medical practice marketing
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YOU
have a great website,
but no traffic or leads

YOUR WEBSITE
doesn’t display when

patients search locally online 
for your medical services

YOUR PPC CAMPAIGN
or SEO is not giving

you the results you seek
and it's too EXPENSIVE!

MARKET BANDIT-RX
assists you in achieving
greater search results

YOUR WEBSITE
has higher organic rankings 
and a wider online audience

YOUR RESULTS
an increased number 

of quality leads 
at an affordable price

Market Bandit-Rx, 
the clear choice for:
• BETTER RESULTS
• BETTER RETURN

ON INVESTMENT
• BETTER AWARENESS

IN YOUR LOCAL MARKET

BEFORE MARKET BANDIT-RX:

AFTER MARKET BANDIT-RX:
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